What are some things I can READ to become better informed?
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What are some things I can VIEW to become better informed?

Seeing White' Podcast
White Fragility

T "Anti-Asian Racism is Not New" article by Gran Tarino Actor

"Sa I Gu" (Documentary)

A Different Asian American Timeline

Race: the Power of an Illusion

Divided We Fall: Americans in the Aftermath"

I Want to Get Informed...

I Want to Get Involved...

I would like assistance in receiving free groceries

I want to attend a community movement event

I want to get involved with more conversations, event planning

I would like general health advice

I would like to better assess my learning (and other) abilities for my success

I want to connect with other students in community –

I want to use my voice to advocate for and represent students –

I want to attend community movement events -

What if I'm an immigrant wanting to join community movement building,

What are some things I can TALK TO PEOPLE ABOUT –

How do I stay healthy and

What do I do?

How do I talk to people about why I want to protest?

How do I stay healthy and

What if I'm an immigrant wanting to join community movement building,

I would like to learn more about how to facilitate social justice conversations –

I would like general health advice –

I would like to better assess my learning (and other) abilities for my success –

I want to connect with other students in community –

I want to use my voice to advocate for and represent students –

I want to attend community movement events –

I want to use my voice to advocate for and represent students –

I want to connect with other students in community –

I want to use my voice to advocate for and represent students –

I want to connect with other students in community –